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Modeling Enterprise Architecture (EA) requires the representation of multiple views for an enterprise. This
could be done by a team of stakeholders that essentially have different backgrounds. One way to do this is
to structure the model into hierarchical levels each of which can be of interest to just some, not all, stake-
holders. Due to the multidisciplinary nature of EA, stakeholders simply cannot choose a single modeling
approach, even a widely-recognized one, to build their enterprise model and make it viewable and under-
standable to the whole team. Developing a modeling framework that can be applied uniformly throughout
the entire enterprise model and that can be used by all stakeholders is thus challenging. We based our
work on the RM-ODP (Reference Model of Open Distributed Processing) – a standardization effort that de-
fines essential concepts for modeling distributed systems, as well as ODP-related international standards/rec-
ommendations, to develop such a modeling framework that we call SeamCAD. This framework consists of a
computer-aided tool and a language behind the tool for modeling EA in a hierarchical manner. SeamCAD
makes RM-ODP applicable in the context of multi-level EA and consolidates the SEAM – a family of methods
for seamless integration between disciplines.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Enterprise Architecture (EA) captures the whole vision of an en-
terprise in various aspects regarding both business and information
technology (IT) resources [47]. In EA, the goal is to align the business
resources and IT resources to maintain or improve the competitive-
ness of the enterprise. EA is a discipline that analyzes the services of-
fered by an enterprise and its partners to the customer, the services
offered by the enterprise to its partners and the organization of the
enterprise itself and of its IT. Making an EA project can, for example,
help the enterprise gain more customers, reduce the operation costs
or increase its agility. This can be done by better identifying the ser-
vices that the enterprise provides to the customer, by removing the
duplication and inconsistencies in business processes and/or informa-
tion flow, by giving the management more IT-supported facts for fa-
cilitating decision making.

During anEAproject, an EA team– typically amultidisciplinary team–

develops an enterprise model that represents the enterprise, its environ-
ment and its internals. The representation of the enterprise can include
various aspects such as the services offered by the enterprise, the IT sys-
tems, as well as their implementation in terms of business processes
and IT applications. Working with a model is important. When making
rights reserved.
the model, the team develops an agreed and shared representation of
the enterprise, its environment and its internals. They also define what
the project needs to achieve.

Beingmotivated by the challenges of defining amodeling technique
that can be applied uniformly across hierarchical levels of an enterprise
model, we developed a toolkit and eventually came up with a language
definition for modeling EA in a hierarchy-oriented manner. We called
this framework SeamCAD. This work was part of (and actually consoli-
dates) an EA methodology called Systemic Enterprise Architecture
Methodology (SEAM) that has an established pedigree in the literature
and consulting services. The underlying rationale of SeamCADwas orig-
inally established in SEAM [57,54], which is based on the Reference
Model of Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) – a joint effort by
ISO1/IEC2 and ITU-T,3 which provides a co-ordinating framework for
the standardization of open distributed processing [23]. To be able to
make diagrammatic representations capturing different aspects of EA
and to put them together in a coherent model that is manageable in a
computer-aided tool, we i) further refine the SEAM building blocks
using viewpoint-specific modeling concepts of the RM-ODP; ii) formal-
ly define the well-formedness of enterprise models; iii) explicitly de-
scribe the traceability between model elements of an enterprise
model by leveraging the viewpoint correspondences defined in RM-
1 International Organization for Standardization.
2 International Electrotechnical Commission.
3 International Telecommunication Union.
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ODP. To make the diagrammatic representations more precise, we an-
notate them with declarative specifications written in a formal lan-
guage. We had a few applications of SeamCAD both in the industry
and within the academic setting. We invited EA practitioners and our
master's students to test the framework.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines
the key principles of the SEAM method. Section 3 discusses the moti-
vation for our work on modeling EA. Section 4 proposes how the con-
cepts defined in Part 2 and Part 3 of RM-ODP can be combined to
enrich EA models, especially on the aspects of business functions
and information processing. Section 5 comes up with a meta-model
and provides some insight into the SeamCAD toolkit. Section 6 pre-
sents the applicability of SeamCAD and the user's feedback we
obtained from external practitioners and our master's students.
Section 7 surveys related work. Section 8 concludes the article and
points out our future work.
2. Systemic Enterprise Architecture Methodology (SEAM) and its
RM-ODP foundations

SEAM is a family of methods for seamless integration between dis-
ciplines. SEAM for Enterprise Architecture is an enterprise architec-
ture method that belongs to the change management category [59].
To simplify the discourse, we will use the term SEAM to designate
SEAM for Enterprise Architecture in the remainder of this article. En-
terprise architects can use SEAM, to develop an enterprise model, a
model that represents the relevant features of the organization and
its environment. These features depend on the nature of the project
for which the model is necessary. They may span the markets in
which the organization operates and the implementation of the IT
systems that support its operations.

One of the key principles of SEAM is that EA modeling should be
done in a systematic way across all hierarchical levels that are created
by perceiving enterprises as hierarchical [52]. Note that this percep-
tion does not necessarily mean that enterprises are essentially hierar-
chical. However, we believe that modeling EA in this way has an
advantage because people tend to reason in terms of hierarchy [7].
SEAM has another essential principle that is about how enterprise en-
tities are interpreted and represented in an enterprise model. In
SEAM, all entities are systematically treated either as a whole or as a
composite, depending on the view [57].

SEAM takes its foundations from the RM-ODP. This standard de-
fines a modeling infrastructure for complex distributed IT systems.
RM-ODP is composed of four parts [23]. Part 1 is an overview of
RM-ODP and is non-normative. Part 2 defines the fundamental con-
cepts needed for modeling Open Distributed Processing systems.
Part 3 presents an application of Part 2 for particular viewpoint spec-
ification languages (i.e. enterprise, information, computational, engi-
neering, technology viewpoints). Part 4 is a partial formalization of
the previous parts.

SEAM does not rely on the RM-ODP viewpoint specification lan-
guages but seek to extend basic modeling concepts defined in Part 2
in order to represent systems that span business and IT systemati-
cally [53,30]. The rationale behind this systemic principle was to
uniformly apply the same modeling techniques regardless of the
subject to be modeled (e.g. business or IT systems) and to have a rel-
atively small set of heuristics for specific aspects of each subject
[57].

RM-ODP Part 2 defines the terms abstraction and atomicity. It is
specified that fixing a given level of abstraction may involve identifying
which elements are atomic. SEAM has two different kinds of levels of
abstraction: functional and organizational. In the functional hierar-
chy, the element that determines the level of abstraction is the action.
In the organizational hierarchy, it is the object the modeler considers
as a whole that determines the level of abstraction.
3. Motivation

3.1. Example

Let us consider an example of a bookstore whose management de-
cides to provide the company's services via the Internet. The manage-
ment has a goal to specify the services that the bookstore can provide
its customers with and to describe how to implement them using
business and IT resources. A book-selling market contains a BookVa-

lueNetwork and a Customer. The value network consists of three
companies: a bookstore company named BookCo (responsible for
the service of processing the orders placed by the customer), a ship-
ping company called ShipCo (responsible for shipping the books or-
dered) and a publishing company PubCo (responsible for supplying
the books that were ordered but not yet available in the inventory
of the bookstore company). The departmental structure of the book-
store company shows two departments: one for coping with the pur-
chasing data (PurchasingDep) and the other for managing an
inventory of books (WarehouseDep). We might have an additional
level showing the IT infrastructure of these departments.

Fig. 1 gives a simplified representation of the organizational struc-
ture and services in the bookstore enterprise context using an ad-hoc
notation. A regular rectangle represents a business entity or an IT sys-
tem. A rounded rectangle can be attached to a regular rectangle to
represent the main service offered by the business entity or the IT
system drawn under the regular rectangle. The smile symbol stands
for people. The lines connecting these entities and people denote
the containment hierarchy. In this project, the EA team needs to
model the business entities, the IT systems (drawn under regular
rectangles in Fig. 1) and their environment, the services offered to
the customer by these entities, the company to company (and depart-
ment to department) business processes, information flow and inter-
action between the IT system and a clerk who operates it and possibly
the overall architecture of the IT system.

3.2. Challenges in modeling EA hierarchically

As exemplified in the Bookstore example presented in Subsection
1, modeling EA involves presenting multiple views of an enterprise
that show multiples business entities, IT systems and the services
they offer. One way to do this is to structure the model into hierarchi-
cal levels (e.g. market level, value network level, company level) each
of which can be of interest of just some, not all, stakeholders. Due to
differences in their background, the stakeholders may not want to
use a single common modeling approach, even a widely-recognized
one, to build the enterprise model.

Developing a modeling framework that can be applied uniformly
throughout the entire enterprise model and that can be used by all
stakeholders is challenging. Firstly, the framework should have a uni-
form approach for specifying the services (e.g. mall Selling book,
Processing order) offered by business entities and IT systems
and for describing their implementation across hierarchical levels.
Secondly, the framework should allow the stakeholders to represent
the service specification and the service implementation of multiple
business entities and IT systems, even within the same hierarchical
level (e.g. both BookCo and ShipCo are to be represented in detail).
Thirdly, the services offered by those entities and systems should be
expressed at different levels of granularity (e.g. Selling book is bro-
ken down into Getting order, Payment and Delivery). Fourthly,
the modeling framework should maintain the well-formedness of
the enterprise model and the consistency between different views
opened by different stakeholders of the team (e.g. BookCo appears
in multiple views of which one shows the value network level and an-
other shows the company level). Table 1 summarizes this analysis.

The work presented in this article addresses the aforementioned
challenges. It was initially developed as part of the SEAM method.



Fig. 1. Initial representation of the enterprise model of the Bookstore example.
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Recent developments of RM-ODP in viewpoint-specific languages
lead to an ISO/IEC recommendation that adds more modeling con-
cepts to the enterprise language and gives it more expressive power
in modeling EA [19]. Nevertheless, the RM-ODP and this recommen-
dation address the challenges listed in Table 1 only implicitly. To
make the point, let us try to model the organizational structure of
EA using concepts defined in RM-ODP. In ODP, a community has a
number of enterprise objects, which expresses the initial hierarchical
level. To be able to represent additional hierarchical levels, we may
turn some of these enterprise objects into communities. We need to
repeat this practice several times in order to obtain a decent hierar-
chy. Moreover, in RM-ODP we might not have explicit correlations
between EA services provided by a certain business entity and the in-
teraction the entity takes part in. We aim to have a set of crisp model-
ing terms that permit reasoning about hierarchy and EA services in an
explicit and systematic way by leveraging the modeling concepts of
RM-ODP and the modeling principles of SEAM. At the same time,
we recommend the use existing standards such as the UML for ODP
system specifications [20] when it comes to the representation of
software architecture and technology layers in EA.
4. Leveraging RM-ODP and SEAM

The RM-ODP Part 3 [22] specifies a viewpoint specification, name-
ly the enterprise viewpoint specification or enterprise viewpoint for
short, that is dedicated to the enterprise level of ODP systems. This
specification particularly matters if we explicitly represent the con-
text where the ODP systems exist. Part 3 of RM-ODP also specifies
four other viewpoint specifications with dedicated modeling con-
cepts to target other aspects such as information processing, comput-
ing capabilities and technology choices, etc. of the ODP systems being
modeled. They are information viewpoint, computational viewpoint,
engineering viewpoint and technology viewpoint. For each of these
specifications, RM-ODP defines a language that comprises concepts,
rules and structures.

The enterprise language defined in the original version of RM-ODP
(published in 1995/1996) has a few concepts that address the structure
Table 1
Four challenges in modeling EA hierarchically.

Challenge Brief description

Uniformness To have a uniform modeling approach for capturing the specification
across hierarchical levels showing the organization of the enterprise

Multi-entity To represent the service specification and the service implementation
Granularity To model services of the business entities and the IT systems at differ
Well-formedness To maintain the well-formedness of the enterprise model and the con
and policy in an enterprise specification [23]. However, viewpoints-
specific concepts for behavior modeling are still missing in this lan-
guage. Recently, a number of ISO/IEC international standards and
recommendations came along with RM-ODP. Most notably, the Enter-
prise Language recommendation extends and refines the original RM-
ODP enterprise language by introducing more concepts to better cap-
ture enterprise processes [19]. The information language provides us
with concepts to model the semantics of information and information
processing for enterprise objects that may have been represented in
the enterprise specification. The focus here is to develop a commonly-
agreed understanding of information exchangedwhen they collaborate.
Our goal is to leverage the concepts of these two languages and funda-
mental concepts defined in RM-ODP Part 2 to establish SEAM-inspired
building blocks needed for modeling EA hierarchically (Subsection 1).
We also establish bindings between building blocks based on the RM-
ODP viewpoint correspondences (Subsection 2).

In RM-ODP, viewpoint languages are defined for the purpose of
capturing one or more aspects of an ODP system and its environment.
The definition of ODP system is given in Part 2, Section 3.2.4 which re-
fers to the basic interpretation concept of system in Section 6.5 of Part
2. Systems in RM-ODP are usually computerized and capable of pro-
cessing information. As such, they are comprised of subsystems. How-
ever, as suggested by a note in Section 6.5 of Part 2, we may interpret
the term system in a broader scope such as in the systems theory [37]
for modeling purposes. In this sense, we can safely assume that the
term “ODP systems” also refers to IT-enable business entities found
at various organizational levels (e.g. value network, company, depart-
ment) of an enterprise [31] resulting in ODP enterprise & information
viewpoint specifications being applicable to all business entities of in-
terest in the enterprise context.
4.1. Building blocks

In RM-ODP, one can build modeling constructs by applying con-
cepts defined in Part 2 to the modeling concepts of Part 3. We follow
this principle in defining the building blocks of SeamCAD. Specifically,
we apply the basic interpretation concepts and specification concepts
and the implementation of services provided by all business entities and IT systems

of multiple business entities and IT systems in the enterprise
ent levels of granularity
sistency between its views



Table 2
ODP-based building blocks for modeling EA hierarchically.

Building blocks RM-ODP concepts

Part 2 Part 3

Business/IT Working Object
as a whole

Atomicity (EV) Community Object

Business/IT Working Object
as a composite

Decomposition (EV) Enterprise Community

Human Working Object
as a whole

Atomicity (EV) Enterprise Party

Parameter Working Object
as a whole

Atomicity (EV) Enterprise Artifact

Parameter Working Object
as a composite

Decomposition (EV) Enterprise Artifact

Business Collaboration as a whole Atomicity (EV) Enterprise Step
Business Collaboration
as a composite

Decomposition (EV) Enterprise Process

Information Object as a whole Atomicity (IV) Information Object
Information Object as a composite Decomposition (IV) Information Object
Localized Action as a whole Atomicity (IV) Information Action
Localized Action as a composite Decomposition (IV) Information Action
Action Spec non-applicable (IV) Dynamic Schema

Fig. 2. A view showing the first hierarchical level of the Bookstore enterprise model.
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defined in Part 2 [21] to viewpoint-specific modeling concepts of the
information language in Part 3 [22] and the extended enterprise lan-
guage [19]. In Table 2, building blocks for SeamCAD are listed in the
most left column. The sub-column in the middle lists specification
concepts taken from RM-ODP Part 2. The most right sub-column is
dedicated to concepts coming from RM-ODP Part 3 or the enterprise
language recommendation. Each concept in this sub-column is pre-
fixed by an abbreviation put in parentheses indicating which ODP
viewpoint language the concept comes from.

As can been seen from Table 2, we systematically apply the inter-
pretation concept of Atomicity and the specification concept of De-
composition (they both come from Part 2) to viewpoint-specific
concepts. This application results in building blocks being viewed du-
ally as a whole and as a composite – one of the key principles of SEAM
(see Section 2). Exceptions apply to human working objects, which
are to be seen only as a whole. Note that business working objects
are viewed as a whole in a slightly different way than other building
blocks are. Being seen as a whole,4 they exhibit information objects
and localized actions as their externally-visible properties. Other
building blocks are simply atomic when viewed as a whole in Seam-
CAD. The externally-visible properties of a business working object
are about information processing and information actions of the busi-
ness entity being represented. They are actually captured by the IV
concepts listed in Table 2.

The building blocks presented in Table 2 permit us to address
three out of the four challenges listed in Table 1 as follows.5 We will
illustrate this standpoint in subsections that follow.

• Uniformness: we dually apply the two concepts Atomicity and De-
composition to EV concepts resulting in the same modeling tech-
niques being systematically applied to all organizational levels.

• Multi-entity: we have EV and IV specifications of multiple entities of
interest in the enterprise being modeled.

• Granularity: the application of the two concepts Atomicity and De-
composition to IV concepts permits the representation of multiple
functional levels. For each functional level – which captures certain
granularity of business entities and/or IT systems, we can express
4 Throughout this article, we shall use the words “seen as”, “viewed as” and “treated
as” almost interchangeably.

5 We will explain how we address the challenge of Well-formedness in Subsections 2
and 3.
relationships between model elements shown at the functional
level in question by leveraging the ODP viewpoint correspondences.
4.1.1. Illustration of building blocks in the Bookstore example – first
organizational level

Fig. 2 is a view of the Bookstore enterprise model that diagrammat-
ically represents the first hierarchical level of the Bookstore enterprise
model. BookSellingMarket is a business working object that is seen
as a composite whilst its components are all viewed as wholes (they
are business working objects BookValueNetwork and Customer-
ValueNetwork). In this view, hierarchical containment is visually
expressed using nested pictograms. Diagrammatically, block arrow pic-
tograms representworking objects; ellipse pictograms – collaborations;
rectangle – information objects; rounded rectangles – localized actions.

Business collaboration sale takes place between business working
objects BookValueNetwork and CustomerValueNetwork. It has
Book and Order as parameter working objects. Being viewed as a
whole, BookValueNetwork exhibits a localized action called Sell
and a number of information objects that represent the money it has,
the bookstore it operates, a catalog of books it offers, and information
about customers aswell as the order they have placed.BookValueNet-
work as a whole has a special information object called SellTxn,6

which represents information processing that is specific to the localized
action Sell. It captures information items that are created and pro-
cessed by localized action Sellwithin BookValueNetwork. However,
these pieces of information, which may themselves be represented as
component information objects of SellTxn, are not visible in this
6 We apply a naming convention to this kind of information objects. An information
object that represents action-specific information processing is named by appending
the postfix Txn to the name of the localized action for which it expresses an “informa-
tion processing transaction” (the postfix is actually an abbreviation of the word
transaction).

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Alloy code for business and parameter working objects at the first organizational
level of the Bookstore example.
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view because SellTxn is seen as a whole (just like business collabora-
tion sale and localized action Sell).

Similarly, CustomerValueNetwork is seen as a whole in this view.
Intuitively, CustomerValueNetwork could be regarded as a group of
people (e.g. a library, a family) who share interests in purchasing
books. As such, it exhibits a localized action called Buy and a number of
information objects that represent the cash it possesses, the book it
owns, information about the order placed and a special information ob-
ject called BuyTxn that represents t Buy-specific information processing.
Some information objects ofBookValueNetwork andCustomerValue-
Network aremarkedwith stereotypes7bbin>>orbbout>>indicating
they are information objects exchanged between the business working
object in which they are defined and the environment.

Now, after having given diagrammatic representations of business
working objects and their collaboration, we proceed in precisely cap-
turing the semantics of information processing for localized actions
Sell and Buy as well as business collaboration sale that is regarded
as dynamic schema in RM-ODP. We use the building block Action Spec
of Table 2 to complement these localized actions. We opt to use Alloy
[24] for writing the spec of localized actions and business collabora-
tions rather than Object Constraint Language (OCL) [41] for the fol-
lowing two reasons.

• Alloy is a declarative language that is capable of processing first-order
statements while maintaining an Object-Oriented syntax. This allows
us to declare working objects, information objects and formalize col-
laborations and actions all in a single module of Alloy code.

• The Alloy language comes with a tool called Alloy Analyzer8 that
first serves as a compiler to check if the Alloy code is syntactically
correct. It then acts as an interpretor to verify if the code is seman-
tically consistent (i.e. not over-constrained) and simulate it.

Fig. 3 is a code fragment that declares all business working objects
and parameter working objects that are visible the view shown in
Fig. 2. Another code fragment is given in Fig. 4. This code corresponds
to the specification of localized actions Sell and Buy.

As we can see from Fig. 3, business working objects BookValue-
Network and CustomerValueNetwork, together with parameter
working objects Book and Order, are declared using Alloy keyword
sig. This keyword signifies Alloy signature, which is the counterpart
of the class construct in object-oriented programming [3]. Each signa-
ture has a number of Alloy fields declared as sets that are accompa-
nied by Alloy keywords specifying their cardinality (e.g. set and
one). In some cases, we see a block structure right after the declara-
tion of an Alloy signature. This block lists Alloy facts – invariants
that matter on the very signature being declared.

The Alloy fields in the code fragment of Fig. 3 corresponds to infor-
mation objects that belongs to the business/parameter working objects
being declared by Alloy signatures. Some of them change state (e.g.
bookstore and money in BookValueNetwork) before and after the
execution of business collaboration sale. We introduce the notion of
time in this code and we declare them as a mapping from a set to time.

In Fig. 4, localized actions Sell and Buy are coded as Alloy predi-
cates sellAction and buyAction, respectively. An Alloy predicate is
the counterpart of the procedure construct in structured program-
ming [8]. Being a declarative language, Alloy allows us to make
high-level processing statements in a computer-interpretable syntax
of first-order logic [48]. These statements represent changes made
to the information objects that are expressed as Alloy fields within
Alloy signatures passed as formal parameters to a predicate. They
are grouped into precondition and post-condition using Alloy
7 In Unified Modeling Language, stereotype is the primary extension construct. We
use this construct to express the information flow between business working objects
[57].

8 At the time this article was written, the team developing Alloy Analyzer had re-
leased its versions 4.x. They were available at http://alloy.mit.edu/alloy4/.
comments. The parameters stand for the business working object in-
volved and information objects exchanged during the execution of
the localized action being expressed. The last two parameters pre

and post represent the moments before and after this execution, re-
spectively. A short predicate given at the end of this code fragment is
dedicated to business collaboration sale. This predicate is simply
stated as an and logical combination of the two previous predicates.

Using Alloy Analyzer, we simulate the code presented in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 to generate a sample and have it visualized. Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are
the projections of this visualization over time. They show the states9

of information objects before and after the execution of the localized
actions, respectively.

Fig. 7 depicts another view of the Bookstore enterprise model that
gives diagrammatic representation of the same working objects as
9 The Alloy Analyzer tool chose an arbitrary notation for Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, which is
unfortunately not analogous to the one used in SeamCAD (Figs. 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10).

http://alloy.mit.edu/alloy4/
image of Fig.�3


Fig. 4. Alloy code for the spec of localized actions Sell & Buy and business collabora-
tion sale.

Fig. 5. States of information objects before the execution of Sell and Buy: Book1 be-
longs to bookstore of business working object BookValueNetwork, which has 2
units of money; CustomerValueNetwork does not own any book and it has 42 units
of cash.
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the one in Fig. 2 does. The main difference between the two views is
that Fig. 2 treats collaboration sale as a whole whilst Fig. 7 sees it as a
composite. Being treated as a composite, sale has the following com-
ponent collaborations.10

• placeOrder: CustomerValueNetwork places an order and Book-
ValueNetwork receives it
10 We have an implicit naming convention for business collaborations and localized
actions. The names of business collaborations usually start with a lower case character
whereas the first letters used in naming localized actions are always put in upper case.
Lexically, localized action names always start with a verb. Names of business collabo-
rations commence with either a verb or a noun phase.
• payment: CustomerValueNetwork makes a payment, BookVa-
lueNetwork verifies and receives it

• deliver_notify: CustomerValueNetwork receives either a
book of which description is specified in the order if payment
was successful, or a notification sent by BookValueNetwork
otherwise.
Fig. 6. States of information objects after the execution of Sell and Buy: Book1 now
belongs to owned_book of business working object CustomerValueNetwork, which
has cash deducted to 0; BookValueNetwork no longer owns Book1 and now has 44
units of money.

image of Fig.�4
image of Fig.�5
image of Fig.�6


Fig. 7. Another view that shows the same business working objects as the one in Fig. 2 does. The two views differ largely in the way they see business collaboration sale.
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In this view, solid arrows express the order in which these compo-
nent business collaborations will take place. Also treated as compos-
ites in this view are information objects Bookstore, BookCatalog
and Description.

To make the context of information processing clear, viewing busi-
ness collaboration sale as a composite should lead to localized actions
Sell & Buy and information objects SellTxn & BuyTxn all being
viewed as composites because they express the information flow
going between the two business value networks through business col-
laboration sale. As a result, component localized actions of Sell are
made visible inthis view. They are GetOrder (obtaining information
about the order placed by the customer), ReceivePayment (getting
payment confirmation or failure notice), Deliver (shipping books if
payment was successfully received) and Notify (informing the cus-
tomer in case payment was unsuccessfully received).

Component information objects of SellTxn are also made visible.
They are OrderInfo (information about the order the customer has
placed, e.g. time, auction or a normal transaction), PaymentVerifi-
cation (whether the payment is successful or failed) and Deliver-

yStatus (whether the book ordered has been posted or not, tracking
information if posted, etc.). Note that information object OrderInfo
is associated with two other information objects, namely Customer-
Info and DeliverCosts. On the side of business working object
CustomerValueNetwork, component localized actions of Buy and
component information objects of BuyTxn are made visible in a sim-
ilar fashion. The following component localized actions of Buy are
also made visible: CommitOrder (preparing and committing an on-
line order for buying books), SendPayment (making payment
which may or may not succeed), ReceiveBook (receiving books if
payment was successful) and ReceiveMessage (receiving a notifica-
tion message in case payment was unsuccessfully made).

It is feasible to write the specification of all component localized
actions that are represented at this functional level. In our previous
work, we made comprehensive Alloy code that specifies the spec of
business collaborations and localized actions of the Bookstore enter-
prise model at various organizational levels and functional levels
[29,56].
4.1.2. Illustration of building blocks in the Bookstore example – second
organizational level

In the view of Fig. 2, if we toggle the viewing mode of business
working objects BookValueNetwork and CustomerValueNetwork

from being seen as wholes to being viewed as composites, we obtain
yet another view of the Bookstore enterprise model as shown in
Fig. 8. This view is made for the second organizational level.

In this view, both BookValueNetwork and CustomerValueNet-
work are seen as composites. BookValueNetwork has four compo-
nent business working objects representing a total of 3 cooperating
companies within this businessvalue network: BookCo (responsible
for processing orders and inventory management), ShipCo (dealing
with warehouse and shipping operations), PubCo (supplying books)
and CreditCardAgent (processingonline payments). We also see a
counterpart of the company level for CustomerValueNetwork. It
has three human working objects Student, Businessperson and
Professor. Within BookValueNetwork, business collaborations, lo-
calized actions and information objects represent the information
processing of and information exchanged between the companies.

image of Fig.�7


Fig. 8. A view that shows two consecutive organizational levels of the Bookstore model.
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4.1.3. Illustration of building blocks in the Bookstore example – third &
fourth organizational levels

In the viewof Fig. 8, if we toggle the viewingmode of businesswork-
ing objectBookCo frombeing seen as awhole to being viewed as a com-
posite, we reach the third organizational level of the Bookstore
enterprisemodel as shown in Fig. 9. In this view, she hides the environ-
ment of BookCo while describing its departmental structure. At this
Fig. 9. A view that shows the third organizational level of the Bookstore enterprise
model.
organizational level, BookCo has two component business working ob-
jects PurchasingDept and WarehouseDept. The former is responsible
for processing invoices. The latter deals with warehousing. Collabora-
tions between these two business working objects plus their localized
actions and information objects are represented in the same manner
as we have done to the other views presented previously.

As we deepen the organizational level hierarchy, we may reach
the IT level of the Bookstore example. Fig. 10 gives another view cap-
turing the fourth organizational level of the Bookstore enterprise
model. In this view, PurchasingDept is seen as a composite showing
the IT operations of the department represented by this business
Fig. 10. A view showing the fourth organizational level of the Bookstore enterprise
model.
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Fig. 11. Software architecture of the IT system of business working object PurchasingDept.
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working object. The main IT system in this department digitizes cus-
tomers' orders, customers and suppliers' data and provides a Web in-
terface for various routines. A Clerk is performing daily check of
customer's orders for abnormality or doubtful payments. From time
to time, he puts announcements (e.g. a promotion campaign) on the
web. An Admin is doing maintenance routines (i.e. troubleshooting,
database backup, software update). Like the view shown in Fig. 9,
we choose to hide the environment of this business working object.

Being viewed as a whole, the IT system exhibits information objects
that represent digitized records of customers' data, orders, inventory
and suppliers as well as information related to system administration.
Localized actions in this view, namely tt RetrieveLog, PutAnnounce-
ment, Update, Troubleshooting and Backup, represent services of-
fered by the IT system (e.g. Web services). As a cognitive matter, the
pictogram of the IT system in this view is different from those of other
business working objects because it is an IT working object.
12 Note that this use of the term “binding” is specific to SeamCAD and should not be
4.1.4. Computational viewpoint – extended organizational level
We recommend the use existing ODP standards and recommenda-

tions to complement SeamCAD in making ODP computational view-
points of an enterprise model. Fig. 11 gives a computational
specification of the IT system that provides IT capabilities of business
working object PurchaseDept. This CV specification is represented
using the UML11 as recommended [20]. Computational objects Admin-
Touchpoint and ClerkTouchpoint stand for the user interface of the
IT system. Computational objects MaintenanceModule and Proces-
singModule deal with system maintenance and order/inventory
11 Unified Modeling Language http://www.uml.org/.
management, respectively. AdminTouchpoint interacts with Mainte-

nanceModule via an interface named ISystemAccess (likewise, we
have interface IProcessingAccess). In this view, we also see compo-
nent (computational) objects of MaintenanceModule and Proces-

singModule. They manage data related to orders, customers,
inventories and system troubleshooting. Some other computational ob-
jects (de-)serialize the data (database operations may not be visible in
this view). Note that this representation could be considered a view
showing an extended organizational level – the level of software
architecture.

4.2. Bindings

In RM-ODP Part 3, viewpoint specifications address differentmodel-
ing aspects but they are not isolated representations of an ODP model.
RM-ODP defines correspondences between the viewpoint specifica-
tions [20,46]. As we use the modeling concepts coming from the RM-
ODP enterprise language and the information language in defining
SeamCAD building blocks, we essentially need to establish the corre-
spondences between enterprise and information specifications. We
have a notion of bindings12 – intrinsic relationships between building
blocks defined in the SeamCAD language. A business working object
seen as a whole may have localized actions that represent the “respon-
sibility” of this object in participating in a certain business collaboration.
There could be information objects that express the information flow
going through this business entity (that is viewed as a whole) in this
confused with the ODP concept of binding, which captures the process of establishing a
communication context and the state created by that process.

image of Fig.�11
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collaboration. To make the context explicit, these business actions and
information objects are bound to the collaboration in question. We
call these links goal-bindings.

For instance, at the first organizational level and the first function-
al level of the Bookstore enterprise model (see Fig. 2), there are goal-
bindings that link Sell, Buy, SellTxn and small BuyTxn to business
collaboration sale. At the first organizational level and the second
functional level (see Fig. 7), we have additional goal-bindings that
link localized actions GetOrder andCommitOrder to business collab-
oration placeOrder. These goal-bindings are not diagrammatically
represented in any views of the Bookstore enterprise model.

Another form of binding ismeans-binding. Ameans-binding links lo-
calized actions to a business collaboration that belongs to the same
businessworking object but represented in two different views. The se-
mantics of this binding is that business collaborations (visible when a
business working object is seen as a composite) usually contribute to
the realization of localized actions (visible when the same business
working object is seen as a whole) of the same working object. In
other words, for a given business working object, its as-a-composite
view shows the “realization” for the “specification” represented by its
as-a-whole view.

In the Bookstore enterprise model, we have a means-binding that
links business collaboration ship to localized action Delivery. This
means-binding is visualized by a little note attached to collaboration
ship (see Fig. 8). Other examples include a means-binding linking
business collaborations payment_processing to localized action
ReceivePayment, and another that links business collaboration in-

voice tolocalized action GetOrder. These means-bindings are estab-
lished for business working object BookValueNetwork. Like goal-
bindings, they are not diagrammatically represented in SeamCAD.

Being intrinsic to the SeamCAD language, goal-bindings andmeans-
bindingsmay not be diagrammatically represented but are necessary to
link model elements of an enterprise model to make the model coher-
ent. They are captured together with model elements and their
diagrammatically-representable relationships in a coherent enterprise
model. The goal-bindings partially determine how a view can be ren-
dered to show part of the enterprise model the user wishes to see and
work with (e.g. when the user is only interested in a specific collabora-
tion and wishes to hide others).

The traceability between information objects represented in a
business working object viewed as a whole to other working objects
also translate into RM-ODP viewpoint correspondences. Typically, in-
formation objects in a business working object could be considered as
images of other business/parameters working objects. The business
working object has these images because it interacts with the others
through business collaborations. Table 3 gives a summary of how
Table 3
RM-ODP enterprise and information viewpoint specification correspondences in terms of t

SeamCAD traceability RM

Within a business working object seen as a whole, information objects are
usually connected to business collaborations via goal-binding.

Fo
ob
en

Within a business working object seen as a whole, the relationships between
information objects are analogous to those of business working objects or
parameter working objects they represent.

Fo
co

A business collaboration and its corresponding localized action within a working
object seen as a whole are connected by a goal-binding.

Fo
to

A business working object seen as a whole has information objects corresponding
to other business parameters or business entities it collaborates with. We may
call them images of business parameters/entities.

Fo
co
in

For a given business working object, a localized action represented in its as-a
-whole mode should be connected to some business collaboration
represented in its as-a-composite view via a means-binding.

Fo
dy
th
we relate the traceability of SeamCAD to the correspondences be-
tween viewpoint specifications in RM-ODP, hence how we address
the well-formedness challenge in Table 1.

In the in the Bookstore enterprise model, business working object
BookValueNetwork seen as a whole has information objects BookIn-
stance and BookItem that are actually images of parameter working
object l Book. This business working object also has information ob-
jects OrderInfo and CustomerInfo that are images of parameter
working object Order and business working object CustomerValue-
Network, respectively.

5. Meta-modeling and tool support

5.1. Type and class

RM-ODP defines type and class as specification concepts to provide
the modelers with mechanisms to describe model elements inten-
tionally and extensionally, respectively. A type is defined by means
of predicates. A class is a collection of elements that satisfy all predi-
cates defined for a type [21]. We can intentionally describe types for
business working objects, parameter working objects and business
collaborations. For example, the following predicate describes a type
of business working object BookValueNetwork: “Any value network
of three companies that deal with the sale of books over the Internet
in the Asia-Pacific region”. A class of this type can be described by list-
ing specific book-selling value networks that operate in Australia, Sin-
gapore, New Zealand, etc. “Any value network of three companies
that deal with the sale of novels over the Internet in the Asia-Pacific
region” is another predicate that describes a subtype.

Similarly, we can describe a type for business collaboration sale

as follows: “Any sale happening between a book-selling value net-
work and a customer value network in Europe”. The following predi-
cate describes a subtype “Any sale happening between a book-selling
value network and a customer value network in Europe for which the
total payment is no greater than 100 dollars”.

5.2. Meta-model of SeamCAD

Fig. 12 depicts SeamCAD enterprise models at a meta level. The
building blocks defined in Subsection 1 are represented as UML clas-
ses. Note that we introduce UML abstract classes such as Hierarch-
icalElement and Action to this meta-model. They are needed for
expressing the common patterns among the building blocks and
thus make the meta-model succinct. They are not instantiated in
SeamCAD enterprise models. We consider as-a-whole and as-a-
composite the two viewing modes applied to model elements. For
raceability between SeamCAD building blocks.

-ODP viewpoint specification correspondences

r each enterprise object in the enterprise specification, a list of those information
jects (if any) that model information or information processing concerning the
tity modeled by that enterprise object.
r each relationship between enterprise objects, the invariant schema (if any) which
nstrains objects in that relationship.

r each action in the enterprise specification, the information objects (if any) subject
a dynamic schema constraining that action.
r each enterprise object and for each artifact role in an enterprise action, the
rresponding configuration of information objects (if any) that model them in the
formation viewpoint.
r each enterprise action and process in the enterprise viewpoint, the corresponding
namic and invariant schema definitions in the information viewpoint that specify
at behavior.



Fig. 12. A UML diagram that describes SeamCAD building blocks and relationships between them at a meta level. This UML diagram serves as a conceptual model for the implemen-
tation of the SeamCAD toolkit.
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the sake of simplicity, we choose not to describe these viewing modes
in this meta-model.

The goal-binding is expressed as an UML association end going
from the UML class of information objects/localized actions to the
UML class of business collaborations in this meta-model. Similarly,
the means-binding is represented as an UML association end going
from the concept of business collaborations to the concept of local-
ized actions. Relationships that are diagrammatically represented in
SeamCAD views are expressed as UML classes in this meta-model.
They are association (between information objects), transition (be-
tween localized actions or between business collaboration) and par-
ticipation (between a business/IT/parameter working object and a
business collaboration).

The meta-model comes with well-formedness rules that ensure
the enterprise models created in SeamCAD are well-formed. The fol-
lowing rules are indicative examples taken from a total of 19 rules
that were defined in the SeamCAD meta-model13 [29].

• There must be no cycles in the organizational level hierarchy.
• There must be no cycles in the functional level hierarchy.
• For a model element, all of its component model elements must be
of the same kind.
13 We formally described all these well-formedness rules together with the SeamCAD
building blocks using Alloy.
• The orders in which localized actions are performed within a busi-
ness/IT working objects comply with the orders that are specified
for business collaborations the working object participates in.
5.2.1. Interpreting SEAM organizational level and functional level
A business/IT working object viewed as a whole has information

objects and localized actions that exhibit its behavior and its informa-
tion processing in collaborating with other working objects within
the same organizational level. When viewing a business/IT working
object as a composite, we see component working objects and busi-
ness collaborations. By toggling the viewing mode on a business/IT
working object from as-a-whole to as-a-composite, the user descends
along the organizational hierarchy of her enterprise model.

In RM-ODP terms, the user goes to the next organizational level if
she turns an enterprise object into a community (i.e. a configuration
of enterprise objects). A community has a number of enterprise ob-
jects each of which can be turned in another community leading to
multi-level representation [34].

Once the user breaks down a business collaboration, she descends
to the subsequent functional level. To make the context of this collab-
oration explicit, information objects and localized actions that are
bound to this business collaboration via goal-bindings should always
be diagrammatically represented at the same level of granularity.
Speaking of ODP terms, the user goes to the next functional level if
she turns an enterprise step into an enterprise process.

image of Fig.�12
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5.3. Toolkit

We had implemented a toolkit14 for modeling EA hierarchically
[32] using the building blocks presented in Subsection 1. All the dia-
grammatic representations shown in previous subsections are gener-
ated by the SeamCAD tool. The implementation of this tool follows
the conceptual model shown in Fig. 12 and meets [55] the well-
formedness rules mentioned in Subsection 2.

The SeamCAD toolkit has a notation scheme, which defines picto-
grams for the building blocks and the rules that mandate the way
these pictograms are put together in a diagrammatic representation.
We have two principles in defining the SeamCAD notation: i) to visually
express both the organizational hierarchy and the functional hierarchy
in all views; ii) to leverage UML as the widely-used notation in model-
ing systems and software. To meet the first principle, we chose to nest
pictograms to visually show the containment.

The SeamCAD business working object takes the notation of value
chain that wasmade popular by Porter [43]. Parameter working objects
take a slightly different notation: a 2-way block arrow. For human
working objects, the UML actor notation ischosen. In SeamCAD, we do
not model a human being as a whole or as a composite like we do to
business/IT working objects. As such, the pictogram of people is not
nested.

For IT working objects in SeamCAD, we choose the notation of
UML subsystem to convey two meanings: as a classifier and as a pack-
age (in the UML meta-model, the subsystem inherits from both the
classifier and the package). As a classifier, it represents something
that has both structural and behavioral aspects. As a UML package,
it can group other model elements, including subsystems, just like a
container.

The SeamCAD information object takes the UML class notationwith-
out the two compartments for class attributes and class operations.
Specifying association and generalization among information objects
of the same working object results in a UML class diagram being ren-
dered inside a pictogram of a working object seen as a whole.

The SeamCAD localized action in the modeling language takes the
UML action notation. Specifying transitions among localized actions
of the same working object results in a UML activity diagram being
rendered inside a pictogram of a working object seen as a whole.

The SeamCAD business collaboration takes the UML collaboration
notation. Specifying participation links among business collabora-
tions and business/IT working objects result in a UML pattern struc-
ture being rendered inside a pictogram of an enclosing business/IT
working object seen as a composite.

6. Applications and feedback

6.1. Applications

We provide several applications of SeamCAD one of which was
done in conjunction with industry. Each application is briefly pre-
sented in a subsection. Further details of these applications can be
found in the first author's doctoral thesis [29].

6.1.1. A case-study in a master's course on EA and SOA
At the I&C school of the EPFL, Switzerland, a problem-based sub-

ject was given to master's students to teach them how to start a
manufacturing-and-sale company following a game case-study. Stu-
dents were asked to make an enterprise model for their imaginary
company. They were divided into groups of four to six. Each group
represented a company that was to manufacture and sell diesel-
14 The SeamCAD toolkit is implemented in standard Java. It can be run on any Java-
enabled platforms. We have a plan to make it an open-source tool. At the time this ar-
ticle was written, we made the tool available at tt http://www.uow.edu.au/ lle/
SeamCAD.
powered engines for lightweight aircrafts [44]. An enterprise model
of this company was built in a hierarchical manner. All model ele-
ments in this enterprise model were expressed using the SeamCAD
building blocks and entered in the SeamCAD toolkit. This enterprise
model served as a sample model for our students. It has a total of 3 or-
ganizational levels and the second level was represented at four dif-
ferent functional levels. The students could refer to it as one of the
solutions after having created an enterprise model of their own
company.

6.1.2. Enterprise model for an ERP-seeking company in a market of watch
parts manufacturing

This application was in the context of a Swiss company that is ac-
tive in the development of ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) solu-
tions and the research of a new ERP-based method for representing
customers' needs in the market of watch manufacturing. A project
was set up between this company and our group to develop an enter-
prise model for organizing, presenting information and doing “savoir-
faire” ERP, which is systematically elaborated in the integration and
deployment phase of an ERP system by customer companies. In addi-
tion, this model should allow the company to analyze the needs of
current and future customers, with a goal to manage the technologi-
cal evolution of the company.

This project led to a master's thesis we supervised [9]. Our mas-
ter's student developed a SEAM model developed in the project and
it was initially made on pieces of paper. This model was partially en-
tered in the SeamCAD tool resulting in a total of 4 organizational
levels of which the third and the fourth were represented at two dif-
ferent functional levels. We entered the most typical portion of their
paper-based model in SeamCAD (we did not enter the entire paper-
based model due to limited time – the company agreed that the
other portions of their model could be entered in similar ways and
this labor thus might not bring any additional benefits).

6.1.3. Designing EA with SEAM and SeamCAD
A project was launched to apply the SEAM method and the Seam-

CAD toolkit in designing an enterprise model for a project of a new
building on the campus of the EPFL, Switzerland. This project led to
a master's thesis we supervised [27]. The enterprise model built in
this project was useful to specify how the building should be
equipped and what IT systems should be installed in the building. It
features a total of 3 organizational levels spanning the management
of university, the school where the elements of IT equipment were
to be installed and the operation of these elements by the school
staff/students. In this enterprise model, the second and the third or-
ganizational levels were represented at two different functional
levels. The model was built using in the very first version of SeamCAD
has proved its usefulness when showing different views that would
be of interest to different partners in the project.

6.1.4. Lessons learned from building enterprise models in SeamCAD
After having worked with SeamCAD in creating enterprise models,

the practitioners, researchers and our master's students (we call them
the modelers) who got involved in the projects presented in the pre-
vious subsection expressed their opinions and gave their reactions as
follows.

• The modelers agreed that structuring enterprise models hierarchi-
cally was effective in documenting and presenting businesses. In
our project with the Swiss company, they reported that the as-a-
composite view was more useful than the as-a-whole one for ana-
lyzing and understanding their customers's needs. They also noted
that the ability to present as-is and to-be models separately was de-
sirable but it was unfortunately unsupported by the SeamCAD tool.

• The modelers found SeamCAD useful for capturing business func-
tions and organizational structures in their enterprise models but

http://www.uow.edu.au/
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not for modeling non-functional properties and early phase re-
quirements. In particular, a practitioner mentioned that SeamCAD
could further be developed to tackle functional silos.

• Although they could get familiar with the SEAMmodeling terms be-
fore actually using SeamCAD, the modelers were able to understand
the notions of model hierarchy, the systemic principle and the dual
views as-a-whole/as-a-composite efficiently by working with the
SeamCAD tool in building their enterprise models.

• The modelers learned how to browse their enterprise model along
the organizational hierarchy and the functional hierarchy in Seam-
CAD. They appreciated the capability of generating a view that ren-
ders part of their enterprise model they wanted to see and work
with.

• Amodel created using the SeamCAD tool was considered as an elec-
tronic version of the enterprise model as opposed to the hard ver-
sion that was built using pieces of paper and a pencil. The paper-
based version of the enterprise model was created using pre-built
template diagrams (e.g. templates for the market level, the value
network level, the company level and the IT level). In the electronic
version, the modelers were able to open more diagrams than they
did in the hard version by drawing on pre-built templates on pieces
of paper.

• The modelers were able to understand the notion of model well-
formedness and the principle of having a single coherent model in
SeamCAD as the tool has built-in rules that prevent them from add-
ing model elements to their enterprise model in a way that may vi-
olate the well-formedness rules defined for the SeamCAD modeling
language.

6.2. Feedback from practitioners, researchers and students

To see how SeamCAD addresses the four modeling challenges in
Table 1 and if it brings some value to the industry and university courses,
we invited practitioners/researchers in EA-related domains and stu-
dents who took our problem-based master's courses in Service-
Oriented and Enterprise Architecture [44,58] to validate SeamCAD.

6.2.1. Protocol for obtaining users' feedback
A questionnaire was prepared to obtain feedback for SeamCAD

from practitioners/researchers in EA-related fields largely about the
extent to which SeamCAD addresses the four modeling challenges
that are presented in Section 2. It was then extended to cover addi-
tional issues of interest (e.g. top-down versus bottom-up modeling,
notation intuitiveness). To help them get acquainted with SeamCAD
before actually filling in this questionnaire, we provided them with
a tutorial having step-by-step instructions for working with the
SeamCAD tool. The tutorial and the questionnaire were tested within
our research group to estimate time needed for each participant to
complete the validation and to check for ambiguity.

Due to the difference of the participants' availability, we decided
to proceed with them individually. Where no face-to-face conversa-
tion could be established, the participants may follow the tutorial
and then fill in the questionnaire themselves while getting assistance
Table 4
Distribution of answers given by practitioners and students who practiced SeamCAD.

Main questions in the questionnaire

Do you think that the top-down approach of SeamCAD has some value in your practice?
How do you rate the way SeamCAD manages your organizational levels?
How do you rate the way SeamCAD manages your functional levels?
How do you rate the way SeamCAD handles multiple system representation?
How do you rate the feature of SeamCAD through which diagrams can be opened as part
How do you rate the way diagrams can be customized by hiding/showing specific eleme
How do you rate the intuitiveness of the notation scheme used in SeamCAD?
either on the phone or via an online chat. For the students who were
willing to take part in the validation, we were able to get them as a
group of three to five at the same time for substantially longer periods
of time. Instead of following a pre-defined tutorial, the students did
more extensive practice by building an enterprise model in the Seam-
CAD tool.

6.2.2. Ratings
A total of 11 practitioners/researchers participated in this valida-

tion. They followed a 2-phase tutorial under assistance of the person
responsible for the tool (with minimal influence on their assess-
ment). In the first phase, each practitioner viewed an existing
model of the online bookstore to get acquainted to basic functionali-
ties of the SeamCAD tool and the SeamCAD building blocks. She/he
then proceeded in the second phase to extend one more organiza-
tional level and two functional levels of the model of the bookstore.
After having practiced with the tool, each practitioner was asked to
answer a questionnaire to rate how SeamCAD meets the four model-
ing challenges (see Table 1) and to leave their suggestions. Each prac-
titioner/researcher completed the tutorial and the questionnaire in
about 30–45 min.

A total of 9 students took part in the validation of SeamCAD. They
had just finished a master's course on EA and Service Oriented Archi-
tecture given by our lab. In this course, students were asked to make
an enterprise model for an imaginary company– a company that
manufactures and sells diesel-powered aircraft engines. They were
divided into groups of less than six. Each group represented a compa-
ny and built an EA model for their company on paper. Students who
participated in the validation of SeamCAD were asked to rebuild the
model they made on pieces of paper using the SeamCAD tool. They
then answered a questionnaire to evaluate how SeamCAD meets the
four modeling challenges and also to give their feedback as if Seam-
CAD was employed as a teaching tool in their course. It took approx-
imately 7 h for these students to complete the validation.

In total, we had 20 participants giving their feedback. The two
questionnaires used in this validation (one for practitioners, one for
students) have 7 questions in common. Table 4 presents the distribu-
tion of their answers for these questions [29]. Their feedback suggests
that the framework has some advantages as well as disadvantages.
SeamCAD is relatively good for capturing the SEAM organizational hi-
erarchy and the context view of an enterprise model in a hierarchical
manner. Separating the as-a-whole and as-a-composite view with the
possibility to toggle any model element between these two views is
another good point. When it comes to tool implementation, manag-
ing the well-formedness of the enterprise model and the browsing
capability are considered as noticeable advantages.

Shortcomings of SeamCAD include the way the tool represents the
functional hierarchy of enterprise models, the lack of advanced fea-
tures for managing large enterprise models and for customizing dia-
grams (such as hiding/showing the environment of a business
working object), the non-intuitive way of expressing information
flow as the exchange of input and output information objects and
the unreliability of the tool due to software bugs.
Answer distribution

Excellent (yes) Good Bad Very bad (no)

20/20 – – 0/20
7/20 13/20 0/20 0/20
4/20 15/20 1/20 0/20
10/20 8/20 2/20 0/20

ial views of a common model? 13/20 7/20 0/20 0/20
nts in SeamCAD? 9/20 7/20 4/20 0/20

4/20 14/20 2/20 0/20



15 The Open Group Architecture Framework http://www.togaf.org/.
16 SAP Research's Internet of Services http://internet-of-services.com/.
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7. Related work

In this section, we discuss existing work and/or standards on EA
modeling as well as system/software development with regard to
the challenges we have identified for modeling EA hierarchically.

7.1. ODP-based work on enterprise modeling

We provide a brief analysis of ODP-based work on EA modeling in
this subsection. Steen et al. proposed a framework for classifying
viewpoints for EA to complement existing viewpoint models of RM-
ODP [50]. The emphasis was put on multi-viewpoint representation
of EA rather than modeling EA hierarchically. Lupu et al. attempted
to realize the concepts of the RM-ODP enterprise language using an
intuitive, declarative language [39]. This work addresses the EA hier-
archy by providing means for capturing roles, relationships and their
configurations in nested communities. Milosevic et al. attempted to
express and monitor contracts in an enterprise context [40]. Dijkman
et al. formalized consistency rules between the enterprise viewpoint
specification and the computational viewpoint specification of RM-
ODP in order to verify the consistency between the two specifications
[11]. Boiten et al. check the consistency between all ODP viewpoints
with an emphasis put on the computational and engineering view-
points [6]. SeamCADdoes not rigorously check the consistency between
modeling aspects of an enterprise model. Instead, some EV-IV view-
point correspondences are translated into intrinsic relationships of the
SeamCAD language (we call them goal-binding and means-binding).
Others are captured via guidelines for building multi-level enterprise
models.

At earlier development stages of RM-ODP, the EV was given less
attention than other ODP viewpoints were. The relative immaturity
of EV had attracted researchers to extend it in one way or another.
Most notably, the vocabulary of ODP enterprise language was added
with objectives, processes and concepts addressing legal issues [1].
Linington et al. explored the semantics of the concept of enterprise
policy within and between communities [35] and proposed a contract
language for self-contained enterprise and cross-enterprise settings
[36]. Some concepts proposed in these extensions later became part
of an international standard and recommendation for EV [19].

An international standard that guides the use of UML in making
viewpoint specifications (including the enterprise viewpoint specifica-
tion) for ODP systems was accepted by ISO/IEC [20]. This ISO/IEC stan-
dard demonstrates its guidance using a case-study about a library
management system with sufficient levels of detail. The authors of
this work also analyzed requirements for ODP-based EA modeling
tools [45]. We proposed SeamCAD as an EA modeling tool using RM-
ODP (especially its EV and IV languages) in a hierarchy-oriented fash-
ion. Alternatively, enterprise architecture could be regarded as net-
worked business using the federation concept defined in the EV
language of RM-ODP [26]. Other pieces of work explicitly address ODP
concepts related to enterprise policy, constraints or goals [49,38,34,2],
which SeamCAD does not.

7.2. Non-ODP enterprise modeling

A number of methods have been developed for modeling EA, most
notably (listed in alphabetical order): Archimate, CIMOSA, DEMO,
TOGAF and Zachman. There also exists work that model business ser-
vices. We analyze them with regards to the challenges of Table 1.

ArchiMate proposes an integrated modeling framework for Enter-
prise Architecture including organizational structure, business pro-
cesses, information systems and infrastructure [28]. This framework
proposes three layers – namely, business layer, application layer
and technology layer. Each of these layers can further be divided
into sub layers, making the organizational hierarchy virtually visible.
The process can be broken down into smaller processes, implicitly
showing the functional hierarchy.

The Computer Integrated Manufacturing Open System Architec-
ture (also known as the ISO EN/IS 19440 standard of CIMOSA) focuses
on the modeling of processes in the context of computer integrated
manufacturing projects [15]. CIMOSA defines four modeling views:
function view, information view, resource view and the organization
view. The resource view and the organization view address the struc-
ture of resources (e.g. humans, machines, information systems) but
do not show an explicit organizational hierarchy. Multiples systems
can be represented in CIMOSA. The model well-formedness is not
addressed, however.

Design & Engineering Methodology for Organizations (DEMO) is a
method for (re)designing organizations [10]. DEMO defines three
types of models of an organization: the black-box model, the white-
box model, and the flow model. The black-box model deals mainly
with the external behavior of a system and supports the functional re-
finement. In the flow model, a system is conceived as a network of
nodes transforming the input flows into output flows. The white-
box model defines the constructional refinement of the system. Mul-
tiple systems can be represented. The organizational hierarchy and
the model well-formedness are not discussed however.

TOGAF15 and Zachman [60] propose ad-hoc modeling frameworks
in which multiple systems can be represented. But they do not have
any explicit organizational or functional hierarchy. The well-
formedness of model is down to the burden of the modeler in making
her model.

Among the work that describes services from non-IT perspectives,
most notably we have the Unified Service Description Language
(USDL),16 which is a description language for an Internet of services.
In this language, services are described in three perspectives, namely
business, operational and technical. Other pieces of work in business
service description proposes languages that capture functional and
non-functional properties of services from business-oriented angles
[42,33]. These languages may address the functional hierarchy via
service composition but fall short on the organizational hierarchy
(they merely mention service providers and service consumers with-
out organizational structure).

7.3. Software and system modeling

We have witnessed the boom of methods and languages for system
engineering and software engineering. We describe here some of the
approaches thatmay be used formodeling EA hierarchically.We select-
ed the methods that have features closest to the aforementioned cri-
teria. They are (listed in alphabetical order) Addora, Catalysis, KobrA
and OPM.

Adora is an object-oriented modeling method that features hierar-
chical decomposition and the integration of all aspects in one coher-
ent model [18]. Objects in Adora are composite by default. The
organizational hierarchy can be reasoned about in terms of the com-
position of objects. This hierarchy is visually depicted in the tool of
Adora. The functional hierarchy can be thought of as a tree-like hier-
archy of scenarios (in Adora, a scenario is similar to a UML use-case).
The hierarchy of scenarios is not visible in the tool, however. Adora is
a system-centric modeling language.

Catalysis is a component-based development process that ana-
lyzes and designs in three levels: business, IT system and software
components [14]. It uses its own notation that is inspired by UML. Ca-
talysis put a lot of effort in making behavior refinement. It made pop-
ular the notion of two kinds of action, namely joint action and
localized action. In principle, the organizational hierarchy of Catalysis
is visible in the containment hierarchy, which is typically up to three

http://www.togaf.org/
http://internet-of-services.com/
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levels: context level, software level and component level. As Catalysis
defines a development process for software-intensive systems, it is a
typical system-centric method. In Catalysis, the well-formedness of a
model is maintained by keeping traceability between different
refinements.

KobrA proposes a recursive model that describes IT systems/com-
ponents. KobrA takes the notation from UML. In KobrA, each compo-
nent is described dually in terms of specification and realization [4].
The recursive approach of KobrA implicitly suggests that this method
can deal with as many organizational levels as the modeler wishes to.
But in practice, KobrA aims at representing only the context level and
some component levels. As KobrA tackles software development pro-
cess, it is a typical system-centric method although the concept of
component can be used for representing any business entity or IT sys-
tem in an enterprise model. In KobrA, it is up to the modeler to main-
tain the well-formedness of her model by practicing inter-diagram
and intra-diagram rules.

Object-Process Methodology (OPM) addresses the modeling of sys-
tems in general [12]. It has its own notation and provides a modeling
tool called OpCat [13]. The building blocks of OPM are object, process,
state and relations. The organizational hierarchy can be described via
object aggregation and the functional hierarchy can be reasoned in
terms of process aggregation. Multiple systems can be designed in the
same OPM model. Although OpCat supports hierarchical modeling by
allowing the modeler to zoom in on a specific object or process, it is
up to themodeler to maintain thewell-formedness of her model by en-
suring that all diagrams are consistent.

8. Conclusion

This article presents our work on modeling EA hierarchically. An
enterprise model that represents the enterprise and its environment
might include various aspects such as the internal structure of the en-
terprise and the services provided by the enterprise, the business pro-
cesses and data flow between business entities, the IT components
and their interaction. Inspired by a tendency for people often to sim-
plify their perception of the reality by analyzing it hierarchically, we
were motivated to develop a hierarchy-oriented framework for
modeling EA.

8.1. Contributions

We have developed SeamCAD based on this motivation. We lever-
aged the ODP modeling concepts and the modeling rationale of SEAM
to define a couple of building blocks needed for modeling an EA hier-
archically. We implemented a modeling toolkit for SeamCAD. The tool
manages a coherent enterprise model and can generate a view to per-
mit reasoning about a certain portion of the model it manages. In this
way, SeamCAD actually consolidates the SEAM method [52,59,57] by
i) leveraging viewpoint-specific modeling concepts of RM-ODP and
the EA modeling principles of SEAM in developing a hierarchy-
oriented modeling language; ii) defining well-formedness rules for
this language [29,30]; and iii) building a toolkit [32]. This is our first
contribution.

Our second contribution is centered around how to make RM-
ODP, particularly the ODP languages of EV and IV, applicable in the
context of multi-level EA modeling while adopting other ODP view-
point languages (e.g. the CV language) to capture technical aspects
(e.g. software/system architecture). To reach international consensus
and to become a standard, the RM-ODP is sometimes excessively gen-
eral and avoids providing design heuristics [17]. We found a way to
apply the modeling concepts defined in these two languages uniform-
ly across all hierarchical levels of EA. We have also explored the ODP
correspondences between these two viewpoints in the realm of EA
modeling. We proposed the use of Alloy [24] as an alternative to
OCL [41] in capturing ODP dynamic schema.
As for the applicability of our framework, we had a total of 3 appli-
cations of SeamCAD and have tested it with a total of 20 practitioners/
students.

8.2. Discussions

Enterprise Architecture is essentially a multidisciplinary field that
includes many aspects. It was not the goal of our work to capture all
EA aspects. An enterprise model created in SeamCAD is mainly about
the services, information processing and the organization of the enter-
prise beingmodeled. SeamCADdoes not address non-functional aspects
such as finance, governance, quality of services, security, database, net-
work, system interoperability and low-level software design. The mod-
elers may enhance their hierarchical EA models represented in
SeamCAD by adding computational, engineering or technology specifi-
cations using UML as recommended in ODP standards should theywish
to address more technical aspects.

8.3. Future work

We have a few directions for future investigations. To complete
the picture of EA modeling, it would be useful to represent enterprise
policies and roles as defined in the enterprise language of RM-ODP.
Currently, we make an implicit assumption in SeamCAD regarding
role modeling: each business working object fulfills a role that
emerges because of its existence (for instance, BookValueNetwork
fulfills role Seller and likewise, CustomerValueNetwork fulfills role
textitBuyer). In enterprise settings, roles can be composed or separat-
ed [5]. We need to relate component working objects, localized ac-
tions of a business working object to the roles the working object in
question plays [16]. Also, the topic of strategic alignment has increas-
ingly become relevant to the field of EA. Naturally, one might inter-
pret that business processes would contribute to the realization of
business objectives, or the other way round – objectives may influ-
ence the way processes are engineered. We will look into the correla-
tion between business objectives and localized actions/collaborations
represented in our EA models.

Another direction is to integrate action specification into enter-
prise models to make them simulatable. The idea is to annotate
Alloy code to business collaborations or localized actions. We aim to
use Kodkod – the underlying reasoning engine of Alloy [51], to inter-
pret these annotations (i.e. to check whether information objects are
correctly referenced or not) and ultimately simulate the enterprise
model for a given business collaboration. Alternatively, we can define
a rule for naming a transition between two localized actions of the
same working object, e.g. we can put the names of the information
objects that are produced or consumed by these actions on this tran-
sition to diagrammatically express their semantics. As such, the en-
terprise model created in SeamCAD can be exported to either a
declarative language such as Alloy [24] or a business execution lan-
guage (e.g. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), provided
that this language is extended to include human activities and ser-
vices of non-IT entity [25]).

Regarding the SeamCAD toolkit, we aim to improve it taking into ac-
count the suggestions given by practitioners and students who tested it.
Moreover,we have a plan tomake it anODP-based tool in the sense that
it will allow its users to view their enterprise model not only in a
hierarchy-oriented manner but also in a viewpoint-oriented fashion.
In essence, the tool will generate different views corresponding to an
EV specification, an IV specification and additional ODP viewpoint spec-
ifications (e.g. a CV specification) for the currently-edited enterprise
model. It may enforce ODP viewpoint correspondences between these
specifications, especially between the EV specification and others. Alter-
natively, the tool may assist its users in maintaining the ODP viewpoint
correspondences of their enterprise model based on a list of built-in
modeling heuristics.
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